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Eurasia Door, Window and Glass Fairs open with a target of 
60 thousand visitors! 

Eurasia Window, Door and Glass Fairs, the largest and most prestigious fairs in the Eurasia 
Region, opened their doors simultaneously on Saturday, November 12, at Istanbul Tüyap 

Fair and Congress Center. Taking place in 12 halls, the fairs will remain open until 
November 16, and have attracted great interest from the visitors from the first day. 

 

The Eurasia Window, Door and Glass Fairs, which are among the largest and most 
prestigious industrial events in the region, will host their visitors at the Istanbul Tüyap Fair 
and Congress Center until 16 November 2022. The fairs, held in collaboration with the 
Window and Door Sector Association (PUKAD), Window Producers Quality League 
Association (PUKAB) and Entrepreneur Aluminum Industrialists and Business People 
Association (GALSIAD), and accommodate more than 60 thousand visitors from nearly 140 
countries, including especially the Balkan countries, Middle East, Turkic Republics, Eastern 
Europe, Central Asia and North Africa.  
 
As part of the international procurement committees of the fairs, which gather 544 
companies and company representatives and 454 brands under the same roof, nearly 600 
industry professionals from over 100 countries come together in Istanbul.  
 
Aluminum Special and Shading Special Sections of the Eurasia Window Fair 2022 

The 23rd International Window, Window Shade, Facade Systems and Accessories, Profile, 
Production Technologies and Machinery, Insulation Materials, Raw Materials and Auxiliary 
Products Fair will bring together leading firms in the industry operating in the fields of 
window manufacturing machinery and technologies, window profiles, profile manufacturing 
machinery, window mechanisms, window side industry, facade systems, insulation 
materials, raw materials and auxiliary products with numerous decision-making industry 
professionals.  

The "Aluminum Special" section within the Eurasia Window Fair is populated by firms 
operating in the fields of aluminum windows, profile, facade systems, aluminum accessories 
and manufacturing machinery, while the "Shading special" section will accommodate firms 
operating in the fields of shading, protection and closure systems.  

 

 

 



The Eurasia Door Fair gathers visitors for the 14th time, and the Eurasia Glass Fair for the 
12th time 

The Eurasia Door Fair, where the industry's leading manufacturers of interior door and door 
systems, locks, panels, panels, partition systems and accessories exhibited their products 
and services, met with its visitors for the 14th time; and the Eurasia Glass Fair met with its 
visitors for the 12th time with glass products and applications, production-processing 
technologies and machines, and complementary products and chemicals.  

Business Connect Program connects the advantages of a physical fair and the possibilities 
of the digital world!  
 
During the fairs, which will continue in a hybrid format, participants and visitors will be able 
to get together, set meetings and communicate with each other in a digital environment via 
Tüyap's Business Connect Program, and they will be able to maintain their communications 
through this online platform.  
 
The Fairs will be open for visit between 10.00-18.00 on November 12-15, and between 
10.00-17.00 on November 16. 
 
 
 


